PART I
I. THE NATURE OF CHILDHOOD AND THE CLINICAL SERVICES NEEDED TO DEAL WITH THE PROBLEMS OF THIS PERIOD.

Child Psychiatry is a development within the field of general psychiatry of comparatively recent origin. With the shift of major emphasis from the laboratory to the study of man himself, dynamic psychiatry began. In this early period, the symptoms and character traits of adult patients were correlated with memories of early interpersonal experiences. This synthesis resulted in formulations of theories regarding child development. But attempting to understand the child out of such retrospective material, useful as it was for a dynamic reconstruction of adult problems, was unsatisfactory because it kept the focus on adulthood and not on childhood as an important period in itself. This finally made it desirable to study the child at first hand. The major motive for this direct approach was the hope of wholesale prevention of difficulties in later life, but it soon became evident that such a broad goal, although understandable as an ideal, was unattainable in practice. Furthermore, it was found that focusing attention mainly on potential difficulties of the future tended to obstruct therapeutic efforts in the present. The prophylactic objectives of mental hygiene thus recede as immediate goals to be realized by clinical attention to the problems of childhood. Clarity on the important differences between clinical and mental hygiene objectives is resulting in more effective efforts in each, in fulfilling their different objectives.

The therapeutic needs of disturbed children stimulated further growth in the field of child psychiatry. As knowledge accumulated out of direct observation by psychiatrists, child analysts, social workers, psychologists and pediatricians, there emerged a better understanding of the laws of psychological growth and development. The child began to be thought of as a child and not as a miniature adult. He was seen to be an individual whose thoughts, feelings, relationships and means of expression differ from those of adults. The field of child psychiatry took shape out of the recognition of these differences and out of the needs to develop clinical skills to help children with emotional disturbances.

Many divergences in methodology and clinical practices have emerged as the field of child psychiatry developed into a recognized clinical specialty. Underlying these differences in theory and practice, certain basic principles have been accepted generally in the understanding of personality development. First there is common agreement in stressing the importance of early stages of development in shaping the personality; and, second, that an important dynamic in personality development is contained in the interaction between biological and cultural forces. This group agreed that certain differences in emphasis should be included in this statement.

One viewpoint is expressed in the genetic dynamic concepts of psychoanalysis. Personality development is a historical continuum as the biological forces interact with forces of the cultural setting in which the child develops as an individual. Successive stages are understood in their relation to preceding ones. Early experiences, as well as the processes elaborating them, continue to exert their influence without being available to conscious recall or conscious perception.

Biological forces express the vitality of the organism (Id). They are manifested in the individual's needs for intake, for elimination and retention, for muscular and sensory activity. These instinctual needs are perceived as urges to discharge tension through the exercise of physiological functions. By maintaining homeostatic balance, gratification of instinctual needs helps to preserve the biological integrity of the organism.

Instinctual tendencies follow the general principle of growth, proceeding from simple to higher forms of integration and differentiation. In the course of growth, physiological functions assume supremacy in typical sequence. While the maturational sequence is common to the entire species, individuals vary in the intensity of their needs and in the rate and rhythm of growth.

Compared to the newborn of other species, the human infant is insufficiently equipped to survive by inborn automatic reflexes alone. His physiological functions have to be perfected before they can adequately serve his vital needs. The ministration of others is essential for his survival. Protection, stimulation and vital supplies must be provided in the care he receives. In fulfilling the functions of maternal care, the mother mediates between the infant and the outer world. After the symbiotic uterine existence, the mother as the source of gratification, protection and limitation becomes the first representative of external reality.

While the newborn requires immediate gratification of his instinctual needs, physiological growth increases his tolerance for inner tension and external stimulation. The benign impact of a predictable reality on the maturing organism leads to the structurization of the initially undifferentiated discharge-movements. Perception, motility and anticipation of environmental response permit the individual to scan increasing sectors of the external world in terms of his instinctual needs. Thus maturational processes and environmental direction (specifically, the shaping of instinctual tendencies through maternal care), lead to the establishment of the psychological functions of the ego, which mediates between inner need and external world.
Instinctual needs undergo further modification through development of self-critical attitudes which become part of the personality-structure. In the early stages of development, anxiety is the physiological response to excess tension. As the child begins to recognize the separate existence of those on whom he depends, the fear of losing their love (affection, support, protection) becomes an important source of anxiety. When the capacity to judge and to anticipate approbation, anxiety becomes a danger signal. The child who has already achieved some mastery over inner needs and external reality attempts to avoid danger situations by establishing mechanisms of defense as self-set modifications of instinctual needs.

The nature of the self-critical attitudes is determined by personal experiences with those who inflict frustration and limitation on instinctual gratification. The nature and intensity of the child's reaction to frustration depends on his maturational need and on the environmental response to this need. (Typical fears correlated to the various stages of instinctual development determine persistent phantasies.)

Because the child experiences frustration as well as gratification in relationship to his parents, they become figures of great power to him. To maintain his security and to avoid retaliation, he has to remain in good standing with them. Therefore, he renounces wishes and activities which the parents have prohibited or such as he has directed against them. This interaction is not restricted to the child's conscious response to explicit parental attitudes. Intent and motivation implied in parental behavior determine the child's need to modify his impulses in the way which becomes characteristic for his personality structure.

The need for security and the fear of losing parental love thus lead to the formation of the superego which functions as conscious and unconscious self-critical attitudes derived from the child's experiences with the original parent figures.

Early experiences with meaningful figures of power become elaborated and in their internalized form determine the individual's psychological structure. This explains the persistence of inner dependency beyond the biological and cultural need for support from parent figures.

The way in which these experiences have become integrated into a coherent personality structure determines the adult's ability to balance inner needs with the cultural requirements of his environment.

Derivatives of unresolved needs, fears and resentments retain their dynamic force and influence the adult's motivations. Factors of this kind account for undue vicissitudes of the parent-child relationship. They have to be dealt with by the clinician who attempts to regulate the mutual adjustment between parents and children. In this sense, genetic-dynamic considerations become the rationale for the collaborative approach to the emotional disorders of children.

For some of the Committee the genetic dynamic viewpoint of infantile psychosexual development, previously expressed, has certain values and points of emphasis which are not fully satisfactory. The members consider that ego organization in the child takes place in the interaction between parent and child, the critical point being the dosage of frustration to the child's impulse as it occurs spontaneously rather than in a studied fashion. Out of the frustration of the child's impulses emerges a sense of self as differentiated from object. Feeling (as affect) is developed which is a product of the frustration. The nature of the feelings (as to whether more positive or negative) is determined to a large degree by the conscious and unconscious feelings of the parents. Broadly speaking, these feelings color the ego distinctively and become effective concomitants of impulses toward unity with parent figures and for separation from them (the parents).

In an ideal situation the developing ego should be able to harmonize and accept the instinctive needs of the organism for a balance between unity with the parent and separation impulses largely seen as aggressive moves toward the mastery of reality tasks. It is necessary for the child to identify with the parents as powerful figures in order to feel supported in the task of mastery of reality. Where the developing infantile impulsive for mastery of reality and aggressive self expression is threatening to parental ego integrity however, the nature of parental feelings directed toward the child no longer allows the parent identification to support the ego of the child and impulses toward mastery of reality are withdrawn from acceptance by the child's ego. The child turns toward the parent, not only repressing hostile and aggressive feelings, and courting the approval of the parent, but the child may also be seen as striving to master the parents by compelling the wanted feelings from them.

In the course of such a struggle with the parents, the instinct for mastery is expressed as attempts to control the action and feelings of the parents. Further, since in this instance there is no support for mastery in the reality sphere, uniting and libidinal feelings become too identified with the parental ego; balance between self and object can then only be maintained by the repression of uniting impulses. Thus it may be seen that interpersonal vicissitudes are the critical factor as to whether the forces of the total personality move toward the mastery of reality or continual conflict in relationship.

Motivations for growth cannot be understood as arising out of the need to renounce wishes prohibited by the parents in order to retain their love and remain in good standing. For some this represents too great an emphasis on the negative motivation for growth. In many emotionally disturbed children this emphasis is in the ascendency and represents a barrier in a process of self actualization which is the goal of the biological forces. Cultural forces, in the normal process, support this goal while defining how individuality can be harmonized with social realities. When viewed with this emphasis, frustrations become positive motivators for development. This is not an attempt at the expression of a completely different point of view, but only a different emphasis on directional dynamics.

Development of Clinical Method.

The earliest clinical efforts were educational and "preventive"; they aimed at educating parents to
make children "good." Gradually there emerged a
tendency to work with children directly. The latter
move was enhanced by a general, cultural trend which
pointed up the importance of recognizing the inher-
ent capacity of a child to grow and develop as an in-
dividual and not as an automaton. This trend was
exemplified in the child welfare and progressive edu-
cation movements that found new vitality through a
greater realization of children's capacities to change
and learn under favorable conditions. The psychi-
atric experience of World War I stimulated the de-
velopment of psychiatric clinics for children and in-
creased the interest inside and outside various schools
of psychiatric thought in work with children. How-
ever, understanding of the relative effort that should
be applied to parents or to direct interpersonal
attempts to influence the child, was slow in devel-
oping.

Child analysts devoted their major efforts to the
study and modification of conflicting trends within
the child, drawing the parents into the treatment
tsituation in a widely variable way, often through
the parents' personal analysis. A specifically Ameri-
can contribution to child psychiatry was the Child
Guidance Clinic, a structure which developed out of
the interest of psychiatrists, psychologists and social
workers in how to help disturbed children and their
parents. The professional knowledge of these groups
gradually fused and made clearer the concept that a
child is in a dynamic relation to significant people in
his environment. Out of this concept evolved a
therapeutic philosophy which included modification of
both environment and child in ways most favor-
able for his psychological growth. This philosophy
was implemented in the team or collaborative ap-
proach, which provided for active participation of
parents in a therapeutic process focused on the dis-
turbances in the parent-child relationship. Parent
participation was felt to be a necessity since, in most
instances, the child is brought for help because the
parents are concerned about him—a child does not
seek help because of his own insight. Experience in
guidance practice demonstrated also that a child
can sustain a change in his personality only with the
support of his parents or their substitutes. While it
is clear that child guidance clinics did not discover the
important influence of the parent on the emotional
development of the child, the fact remains that the
collaborative work of these clinics has refined the pro-
fessional skill needed to include parents in the clinic
service designed to help a child with his emotional
difficulties.

Different Settings for Child Psychiatry.

The practice of child psychiatry has developed in
many settings. Those services which have developed
out of the concern of society rather than that of the
parent, have tended to be most variable in nature and
differ in the manner in which the help of the parent
figure is enlisted. Thus the school develops a service
out of its concern not only for the particular child,
but for the group as well. Services developed in con-
nection with courts tend to be diagnostic. Some
social agencies have incorporated psychiatric service
for children or have sought psychiatric consultants
for carrying out the work of the agency. Other
services have been developed in general and pediatric
hospitals. Where these services have been in connec-
tion with teaching hospitals and medical schools,
there has been an increasing influence on medical edu-
cation and pediatric practice.

Recently resident centers have developed where the
child is admitted for the purpose of providing psy-
chotherapy in a controlled environment. A skillful
handling of the daily living medium must be coordi-
nated with the child's use of therapy. Resident
training programs have taken the form of psychi-
atric wards in hospitals or community units. They
usually operate in association with outpatient or child
guidance clinical services.

II. TRAINING FOR CHILD PSYCHIATRY.

As the differences between adult and child psychi-
atomy become clear and accepted, it follows that the
professional training required for the development of
clinical competency is the most important problem
confronting this field. This competency requires
special training.

The foundation of this training is in medical edu-
cation and in the training in basic psychiatry. Some
clinical experience with well and physically sick chil-
dren is also desirable. The present policy adopted by
the American Board of Psychiatry, and the Ameri-
can Association of Psychiatric Clinics for Children,
that requires two years of training in adult psychi-
atomy before fellows are accepted for training in child
psychiatry, is sound in theory. Whether this policy
is sound in practice depends upon the quality of
training provided in these basic years. Too fre-
quently this basic training has been inadequate, par-
ticularly in the development of psychotherapeutic
skill. It is unusual to find a student entering the
children's field who has had real supervision during
the years he has devoted to the psychiatric care of
adults. His professional development suffers from
this serious gap in psychiatric training. Competent
individual supervision is essential for the develop-
ment of psychotherapeutic skill, and, in the opinion
of the Committee, there can be no substitute for this
essential part of psychiatric training.

This Committee is and will be concerned with the
quality of the training and service programs offered
in the clinical resources developed to treat emotion-
ally disturbed children. In our contacts with other
professional groups concerned with standards, such
as the American Association of Psychiatric Clinics for
Children, the sub-committee on Training of the
National Institute of Mental Health, the section on
Child Psychiatry of the American Psychiatric Asso-
ciation, we can assist in determining and raising the
standards in new clinics developed to meet the rap-
idly expanding need. This expansion accelerated by
the funds allocated to states under the National Men-
tal Health Act, has created a situation that threatens
these standards. Some clinics today are being started
with personnel who have had inadequate
training in this field. Too frequently psychiatrists
are drawn into positions in child psychiatry without
any specific training. This Committee wishes to
state that the practice of starting clinics with un-
trained personnel is jeopardizing the standards that have been established and which are essential for a clinical service that can be helpful. Starting a poor clinic just because funds are available and because there is a need for a clinic, will result in a lowering of standards and a consequent impoverishment of the clinical field where needs are great.

Training programs should be built around three interrelated facets—clinical experience, competent professional individual supervision of this experience, and seminars on various aspects of the clinical work.

Clinical responsibility requiring the fellow in training to fulfill a therapeutic role, provides the heart of the training. Here he is not a mere observer learning about children, but an active participant in a process designed to help an emotionally disturbed child. Competent supervision of the fellow's clinical work by a well trained child psychiatrist is an essential part of training. This supervision aims both to teach therapeutic skill and to guide the professional development of the fellow who is learning what is demanded of him in becoming a therapist. While some members of the Committee feel that a personal analysis should be an integral part of training, all agree on the dynamic importance of supervision in the training of the child psychiatrist. However, some training centers require analytical training either before or during training. There is little question in the minds of the Committee that basic personality modification is a necessary part of acquiring skill as a child psychotherapist.

Organized seminars in various aspects of child psychiatry under competent professional leadership are essential parts of a training program. We are not ready to make a detailed statement on the scope and content of these seminars but agree that they should be built around the essential features of a clinical service designed to deal with the unique features of child psychiatry. These seminars should grow out of and be focused on the clinical program in which the student is having a training experience. They are not designed to cover the whole field of psychiatric education or to make up for deficits in the preliminary training of the student. Important seminars in a training program should cover at least the following:

1. Growth and Development—Normal and Deviate.
2. Psychotherapy.
3. Interrelated Movement of Parent and Child in a Clinic Service.
4. Psychological Services in a Clinic.
6. Community Resources—Schools, Courts, Social Agencies, etc.

The best training can be provided in clinics having two or more fellows at the same time and at the same level of training. While we realize this is not always possible at present, adequate training in child psychiatry requires two years.

Since the structure of a child guidance clinic and all other psychiatric services for children has been built and refined by the use that parents and children have made of the developing skills of the professional staff who provide this service, it follows logically that this type of clinical facility provides one of the most important training resources. Also, it is apparent that the major developments in this field will come through the expansion of this type of facility as communities throughout the country awaken to the need of developing more clinical resources to provide therapy for the emotionally disturbed child.

In view of these developments we believe the clinic structure which includes professional collaboration between psychiatrists, psychiatric social workers and psychologists, should be regarded as the best training resource for psychiatrists who want to develop competence in child psychiatry. A more selective training is developing in psychoanalytic institutes where competent child analysts are available. It is important to stress that psychoanalytic experience solely with adults or with two or three children does not give the analyst competence in the child's field. Psychoanalytic training programs now being planned to train child analysts regard clinical experience in a qualified psychiatric clinic for children as a prerequisite for this training.

Knowledge about the nature of childhood and the growing up process has been incorporated into current practices in the various types of clinical programs developed to help the emotionally disturbed child. All of these services—whether developed in a child guidance clinic, in private practice, in psychiatric facilities associated with pediatric clinics and hospitals, in residential programs providing psychotherapy—have recognized the importance of parental participation in the services, both in planning for help and in the sustaining place they can have in the service. When parents act on a decision to seek help for their child and make the first appointment, the structure set up to provide the service takes on life.

Importance of the Intake Process.

When a parent makes a move to get the help of a psychiatric service for his child, the emphasis shifts from a consideration of the problem itself to what they can be helped to do about the problem. Thus a new element is introduced into the problem for which help is sought. That element is the process that helps parents to plan with the clinician how the clinical service they have chosen can be developed and used effectively. The clinical person who helps the parent as he takes this first step to plan for psychiatric service for a child, will need to be sensitive to a number of principles, all of which apply in varying degrees to every case. These are:

1) The decision of the parents to ask for psychiatric help, generally if not always, is the outcome of some degree of crisis within the family, the nature of which is not always easily discernible. It is important, therefore, for attention to be directed to the conscious or unconscious motivations that impel a father and mother to action at this particular time.

2) The parents are, in some degree, emotionally disturbed.

3) The behavior pattern of the child represents his efforts to make an adaptation to himself and to a family situation in which he lives and is related to.
and an outgrowth of elements in the interpersonal relations in the family. There is conflict both in the child and in the family in which the problems arise. This behavior, which can be an expression of the parental disturbance and an adaptation to it, becomes a focusing factor in the first and the parental involvement frequently is marked by shifting responsibility on the child or assuming all responsibility for creating the child's problem.

4) The clinician (in most cases a social worker) who is assisting the parents to make a plan to get help for the child, must be sensitive to the way pathogenic parental patterns contribute to the child's disturbance and how their anxiety is displaced by focusing all attention on the child. This often takes the form of an objective description of the child's problematic behavior which serves to hide their own anxiety.

5) Whether the decision of the parents to enlist the assistance of a psychiatric service is or is not the result of advice, suggestion or insistence of friends, relatives, physician, school, court authority, or social agency, it always involves varying degrees of anxiety arising from shame, guilt about their feeling of failure, etc. These emotional reactions, focused by their positive decision to seek help, will be disguised in varying degrees of denial, suppression and repression, projections and rationalization and represent the negative defensive reactions of parents who are asking for help.

6) In reacting to these emotional disturbances, parents may place the entire problem on the child or assume the entire responsibility and leave the child no place in the problem nor in the plan to help him. In helping the parent to test out the validity of their decision to seek a recognized children's service, skillful use can be made of defining the nature of this service and how it can be effective.

7) Depending upon the degree of their awareness of their feeling about themselves in their present dilemma and their acceptance of their need for help in a crisis, and upon the skill of the clinician1 in recognizing the relation of the emotional disorder of the child to that of the parents, there will remain varying degrees of difficulty experienced by the parents in accepting whatever part they will need to take in a therapeutic program. This difficulty, present in some degree in every case, will in no small measure be modified by the skill, judgment and experience of the clinical person, and by his conviction on two essential points: a) on the intra-familial nature of the disorder and hence of the need to help both father and mother take a real part in this service, if the service is to have significance and be durably helpful to the child; b) on the structure of the service as it is then defined, while respecting the parents' responsibility to decide whether or not they can move on to use it.

Difference in Clinical Procedures That Develop Following the Intake Process.

It is about these latter principles that a considerable disagreement still exists among psychiatric prac-

1 Throughout this report, the word "clinician" refers to the professional person with an assigned responsibility in a clinic service.
In the first pattern, the more concisely formulated plan of working determines the division of responsibility; in the second, it is the clinical judgment of the staff that determines procedure. In the first, the parent can be given a clear picture of how the clinic service operates in the application interview, and can use that clarity in making a decision to use the clinic. In the second plan, it is the staff making this decision after the application interview that determines the way the clinic operates. In most clinics operating on either plan, the application procedure is developed by the social worker.

A great deal can be developed about the relative values of these two main differences in child guidance practices. The Committee has not reached any agreement on these important points and hopes to render a more detailed discussion of the principles underlying them in a subsequent report. The deliberations of the Committee on Psychiatric Social Work will have a most important place in our discussion on this.

Some Principles Essential in Helping a Parent Reach a Decision to Use a Clinical Service.

It is the opinion of some child psychiatrists that if the parental emotional involvement in the problem which the child presents to himself and/or to others, is clearly and sensitively recognized and accepted by the clinician (i.e., with neither subtle blame of parents nor with conscious or unconscious over-identification with either the child or the parents) the initial anxieties of the parents at the outset are more likely to be reduced sufficiently to permit them to go on with a therapeutic service that includes parent and child. Such work may tend towards a further re-definition of roles within the family, which tendency the crisis has often already initiated and which eventually may result in their common greater comfort in living together. This does not mean that in the field of child psychiatry anyone more than in any other medical field, even those most experienced will not meet with failure in his or their efforts. In fact, such experienced professional people realize that the parents and the child may find it necessary, and have the right, to reject not only their most considered judgment but their offer of therapeutic work with them individually or collectively. This very absence, or relative lack, of any authoritarian trends in clinical attitudes towards the family, is one of the best therapeutic means at their disposal. This does not mean that they are ever hesitant or less than frankly authoritative with respect to their opinion and judgments. Such firmness is the real support they can offer to the vacillations of the family. Their willingness to try to be of help along with such firmness and confidence as to what can be of help to them is often steadying to their conflicting feelings even in the event they decide not to accept help over a longer period in the more regular and systematic meetings known as psychotherapy.

A Broader Concept of Diagnosis in Child Psychiatry and the Avoidance of Nosological Schemata.

It may be noted that the word diagnosis has been omitted from the above discussion, because the emphasis has been on the operational elements that make diagnosis a dynamic rather than a static concept. Nosological schemata, describing as they do fixed entities, are neither satisfactory nor valid—at least in the clinical attitudes of some psychiatrists and clinical teams who are interested primarily in therapy. This means there is less interest in merely classifying or categorizing a child's symptom complex or behavior disorder by a nosological title, than in exploring suitable possibilities of therapy, whatever the severity, chronicity or characteristics of the disorder. It is also an indication that in the opinion of those professional people providing a clinical service, the nosological title does not do justice to the close, although often subtle, interrelation between the frequently less obvious disorder of each of the parents (as well as of the conflict between them) and the disorder of the child. Classifying or labeling the disorder of the child as one or another sub-category of neurosis or psychosis, or of behavior disorder, not only tends to emphasize the apparently solipsistic nature of the child's problem but often also carries with it a subtle prognostic implication which in itself may be an expression of extremes of therapeutic pessimism or optimism affecting unfavorably what might be accomplished in therapy. All this, however, in no way implies any neglect of a clinical evaluation of the probable difficulties to be encountered in therapy. Close scrutiny of the genesis of the crisis as well as of its less troublesome antecedents is essential in order that the nature of the events, feelings and persons involved are thoroughly understood. In addition to this, the skill and time available within the clinic staff or of the private practitioner which may be required, is also surveyed and estimated. Bearing these points in mind, diagnosis in the etymologically correct sense of "knowing the situation through and through" is more nearly achieved.

Among the possible measures of therapy, separation of the child from the home and offering the psychotherapeutic influence of a psychiatric hospital ward for children, or of a special school, or a residential treatment center, can be considered by the clinician where the total family situation as well as the condition of the child makes this more advisable. The decision to take such a step, mutually arrived at with the parents (as a phase of total therapy), is guided by the same dynamic principles previously discussed. The difficulties of many parents in arriving at this decision are often greater and more acute and (at times) require a great skill on the part of the clinicians.

Development of New Ways of Dealing with Heavy Caseloads in Clinics.

In the case of the psychiatric clinic for children, in view of its relation not only to individual families of its community who support it and may seek its assistance, but also to other community agencies and authoritative persons, there are additional problems with respect to intake. It is a common experience that almost no matter what the size of the clinic staff and the skill of its personnel, there is generally a much greater demand for its services than can be supplied. This immediately raises questions as to policies of selection of cases for therapy, as well as to
what, if anything, can be done for those families referred but for whom there is no available time for, (a) psychotherapy, or (b) a brief consultation service. The relations of the clinic psychiatric social worker with workers of other agencies, as well as her skill in dealing helpfully with the pressures upon such other agency personnel, are often of critical importance. The reservation of some of the clinic's staff time for shorter consultation services which include a subsequent conference with the referring agency or individual, is helpful in arriving at some understanding and at some tentative decision as to future action by such agency in regard to the crisis. Such consultation service—always offered with a clear statement at the outset as to the actual possibility of longer therapy—is more frequently helpful than might be expected. Although such consultation services generally are not included in the discussion of the intake procedures, their availability to the intake worker to offer them to parents and to such community agencies frequently affects beneficially the pressure of the crisis upon everyone concerned, especially when therapy in the systematic prolonged sense is not available. In this sense the offer of consultative review, even when not used, can be, in a sense, "therapeutic" as well as "diagnostic" in a more dynamic sense.

In summary, the initial interviews stress the significance of the place of the parent in initiating, planning and then sustaining the child's experience in psychotherapy.
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